Morphometrics from images, image analysis, may reveal differences between classes of objects present in the images. We have performed an image-features-based classification for the pathogenic yeast Cryptococcus neoformans. Building and analyzing image collections from the yeast under different environmental or genetic conditions may help to diagnose a new "unseen" situation. Diagnosis here means that retrieval of the relevant information from the image collection is at hand each time a new "sample" is presented. The basidiomycetous yeast Cryptococcus neoformans can cause infections such as meningitis or pneumonia. The presence of an extra-cellular capsule is known to be related to virulence. This paper reports on the approach towards developing classifiers for detecting potentially more or less virulent cells in a sample, i.e. an image, by using a range of features derived from the shape or density distribution. The classifier can henceforth be used for automating screening and annotating existing image collections. In addition we will present our methods for creating samples, collecting images, image preprocessing, identifying "yeast cells" and creating feature extraction from the images. We compare various expertise based and fully automated methods of feature selection and benchmark a range of classification algorithms and illustrate successful application to this particular domain.
INTRODUCTION
Yeast cells come in many appearances yet only few of them have been identified as being pathogenic. The virulence of the yeast cell can, in some cases, be derived from the morphology of the cell; in Cryptococcus neoformans thicker capsules are believed to be an indicator for virulence. In other words, virulence can potentially be measured from the morphology of the yeast cell. The aim of our study is to develop a measurement and classification system for the virulence of cryptococcal yeast cells using their morphological characteristics; the classification should allow class prediction of new unseen images. Classification is initially related to the image derived features but should be extended in multi-media like fashion to link to biochemical and genomic data.
In the next sections we will discuss the background of this study on the image analysis of the pathogenic yeast Cryptococcus neoformans by introducing aspects that we have identified as being important to this study. In general a classification system depends on the images that are fed into it; the better the image processing and analysis can be performed the better the classification system will become. To that end it is important to realize that image processing is greatly facilitated through the image preparation. Adding contrast to the specimen so that cells can be extracted is crucial to the further handling of data. This paper therefore takes a rather holistic view on the construction of such a classification system. Our study concerns the pathogenic yeast Cryptococcus neoformans. This basidiomycetous yeast can cause meningitis, meningoencephalitis, and pulmonary and skin infections. Infections occur mainly in immunocompromised patients, i.e. HIV-infected patients, transplantation patients and leukemia patients 4 . One of the most significant virulence factors of the fungus is the presence of an extra-cellular polysaccharide capsule 1, 5, 6, 13, 16 . Complementation of a capsule-deficient mutant clearly showed the relation between the presence of a capsule and cryptococcal virulence 5 . The thickness of the capsule can vary between strains, specific genetic constructs related to capsule biosynthesis, and between different environmental conditions 4, 6, 24 .
Although measuring the size and shape of the capsule seems straightforward, it has not often been applied. Using the morphology of the yeast cells, the obvious analysis is to look at the capsule thickness directly, either by automated or semi-automated methods 18 . Early attempts may have been hampered by the fact that the staining methods were improper for good image analysis in that the staining results were not reproducible (cf. §2.2). We have experienced such as well in earlier work and newer staining methods have opened possibilities for large scale analysis 17 .
Applying an image analysis driven method will allow deriving more features than just the capsule thickness. Rivera et al. 18 have analyzed samples of mouse brain and lung infected with C. neoformans to look at capsule thickness and cell volume. The cells were segmented from the images using hand-tracing. The features were derived by estimating the radius and computing the features with the analytical equations of circle area and sphere volume. The features were expressed in SI units.
A true automated tool has not been presented to date. Given the relatively simple shapes of the cryptococcal cells an effort to develop such a system should be undertaken. Extracting features from cells should not be restricted to the capsule thickness but extend to a broader range of features that can be extracted from images of cryptococcal cells. Features should inform us about the different classes of cryptococcal cells that can be distinguished. Ideally, a sample is taken from a population, i.e. a yeast culture, and from the features a distribution of the virulence can be found leading to a further understanding of the virulent state of a particular culture.
Performing image analysis and collecting measurements will allow learning of the size and shape of the yeast cells. This learning should be established in classifiers so that new images can be understood. Image analysis tools allow extracting lots of features; not just those related to the capsule thickness. Therefore we will investigate, in a limited set of features, which other features are relevant in such a classification system and for that matter will contribute to the predictive value of this measurement system. These features are related to the information in the image, the density distribution as well as the shape of the yeast cell and therefore these features are expressed in the pixel-image function domain rather than SI units.
The approach of image analysis and classification is relatively new in the field of yeast genomics; it is a very necessary approach though, as such systems will in the near future be used in large scale screens. This paper presents the first steps towards such a system with a focus on the image derived features. Features and images should be stored in a database and interoperable screening will allow retrieving other features related to the same sample from other databases. This is the typical trend currently seen in the bioinformatics research fields, i.e. an integrative approach of bioinformatics retrieving information from a broad panel of related bio-medical, molecular and organismal databases. All considered, this paper presents a holistic description of end to end process from growing the yeast, capturing images, image segmentation, feature extraction and classification.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the materials and methods; this is a broad collection of facts about the biology, the imaging as well as the computing aspects. The rationale of the structure of this section is to get a good overview of the processes at hand in the experiments described. Section 3 describes the results that were obtained for the computing related issues; the image processing and the classification. In section 4 the perspective is given of the applications of the system that we present. Finally, in section 5 we summarize by presenting our conclusions and providing insight in future work. 
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The pipeline for experimental data consists of a range of modules passing files and/or data. At the onset of the pipeline is the acquisition. The images first need to be enhanced and processed in order to be suitable for a segmentation procedure. The segmentation procedure consists of the segmentation itself so that binary images can be evaluated in terms of shape analysis. Each cell is evaluated separately and therefore segments need to be established as such and then processed such that individual cells are extracted from the segments and measured. The results of the measurements are written to tab-delimited files (TDF) which can be imported in any other module. Two data-types are distinguished, the images that are transferred over the image processing modules and the TDF data that are imported in the classification modules. The processes that are distinguished in the pipeline are incorporated in seven modules. The processing pipeline is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Producing the yeast strains
Preliminary investigations were made using a variety of Cryptococcus strains from the collection of the CBS Fungal Biodiversity Centre using some media that are known to influence capsule size. Among these were Littman medium 15 , Golubev medium 7 and the recently described Sabouraud media with or without MOPS, HEPES, pH5.5 and 7.3, and 1/10 diluted Sabouraud medium 25 . Unfortunately, results obtained using these growing conditions were not optimal. Therefore, we decided to use Potato Dextrose Agar (PDA: 230 ml potato extract, 20 g dextrose, 15 g agar, 770 ml water, pH 6.6) that according to our experiences at CBS result in highly mucoid colonies and capsulated yeast cells in many basidiomycete yeast species. Two C. neoformans strains were used in the final analysis, namely an acapsular mutant CBS 7926 (Cap 59-mutant of NIH B-3501, E.S. Jacobson) and a capsule containing isolate CBS 7936 # (Cap 67-mutant of NIH B-3501, E.S. Jacobsen). The strains were maintained in the gas phase above liquid nitrogen at -135ºC, subcultured twice at PDA (48 h at 25ºC) and investigated for capsule size. In addition CBS 6955 (=ATCC 32608 = NIH 191), a Cryptococcus gattii strain, was used in our experiments. This strain was cultured on the standard YPGA medium (1% yeast-extract, 1% peptone, 2% glucose, 2% technical agar #3, all in w/v); the staining procedure for this strain was equal to the other two strains in this study. In order to enhance the contrast for the imaging, we used the nigrosine staining method for our experiments. All yeast cells (CBS 7926, CBS 7936 & CBS 6955) were stained in 9 µl of 5% (w/v) nigrosine in water. The yeast cultures were inspected under the microscope to inspect if the culture was indeed according to expectations. Growth of the yeast culture on agar-plates was tested with a Leica Stereo microscope. Cultures that were proven to be of good quality were used in the experiments and slide preparations were obtained. Figure 2A depicts cluttered cells that need be separated in the preprocessing phase so that each cell can be quantified. Figure 2B illustrates a budding yeast cell. The "new" cell is excluded from the analysis. In the preprocessing the bud is separated from the parent cell and the parent cell is used in the analysis. Figure 2C depicts a cell that is captured incompletely. Cells on the image border are excluded from analysis. Figure 2D depicts another yeast culture with cluttered and budding cells as well as cells on the image border.
Notes on Staining
In the image acquisition phase the focus was to obtain images of sufficient quality for images analysis. The starting point for this study was to use 2D images. From earlier research with cryptococcal cells we have learned about the quality of the staining; the staining methods that we have focused on are the so called background staining techniques that do not stain the specimen but rather enhance the microscopy features by making the background more light dense. Traditionally, yeast biologists were using Indian Ink in the microscopy preparation, the apparent disadvantage of this staining method in image analysis and specimen classification is that it is hard to get a reproducible staining; moreover application of this staining results in blurring of capsule margins. With the nigrosine staining method we were able to get reproducible staining with little artifacts. At the same time, and of equal importance to the reproducibility, the staining method rendered an excellent quality of the visualization of the yeast cell and its capsule. Moreover, it can be applied as a standard procedure and therefore it is easily included in the standard workflow in a yeast biology laboratory. Some examples of images that are obtained with the nigrosine staining are depicted in Figure 2 . With the current protocol for specimen preparation and image acquisition images with very little artifact and noise are obtained.
Image acquisition
The slides were prepared for image acquisition on a Zeiss Axioskop with a PlanApoChromat 63x (NA 1.40) oil lens. The image acquisition was realised with an Adimec MXI2P black and white CCD camera mounted on the Zeiss Axioskop (Zeiss, The Netherlands) and connected to a Pentium 3; the acquisition was controlled by the Research Assistant (vs3.) software. The Adimec MXI2P acquires images with a dynamic range of 8 bits; the images are sized 640x444 pixels and stored as tiff files.
Image preprocessing and segmentation
The image processing is crucial to the experimental set up as the image processing pipeline generates the results for the final classification procedures. In itself the image processing falls apart in three discrete phases, namely the image acquisition, the preprocessing and the image analysis (feature extraction). The processing and analysis of the images is completed within the SCIL-Image environment 19 . This image processing environment is an extensible software package that fits well for scientific research. To complete the tasks of the research that is described in this paper a range of new routines were added to the package.
The preprocessing step consists in preparing the images for a segmentation procedure so that each individual yeast cell in the image is measured through a number of features. Ideally the yeast cells are evenly distributed over the microscope slide and the yeast cells captured in images are nicely separated. This is, however, not always the case and it can not be imposed (cf. Fig. 2A-D) . In the images we find budding cells, i.e., cells in the process of division, and cells that are cluttered together as well as dead cells. The classification of yeast cells should be based on features that are derived from single cells. The effort in the preprocessing and segmentation step is to accomplish that particular goal. This goal is achieved by applying firstly the appropriate filters (cf. Figure 3B & 3C); secondly performing the segmentation and thirdly processing each segmented image in such a way that only features from single cells are extracted. This requires application of heuristics in the segmentation process. An image is successfully processed if each of the cells that are completely visible in the image is transmitted to the image analysis part and its shape can be measured. Figure 3A (panel, top left), depicts one cell with a dark background. The complete cell consists of the capsule and the cell body. The capsule is less light dense and thus using bright-field microscopy appears as white in the image of a yeast cell. The cell depicted has a relatively large capsule. The next three panels illustrate the steps to segmentation and the result. Figure 3B shows the result after filtering and enhancing the capsule so that through segmentation the total cell can be extracted. Figure 3C shows the result of filtering and enhancing the cell body of the yeast cell. Segmentation and "XOR" on the binary images produces the required result of a separate measure for the cell body and the capsule. Figure 3D shows the result as superimposed on the original image. Figure 3E Figure 3E is supportive in understanding the segmentation procedure; a cryptococcal yeast cell consists of a cell body and a thick (or no) capsule. The segmentation is a multi-layered process as we have to be sure to extract the individual cells in the right way. Following, we list the processes involved in the segmentation procedure. Preprocessing The segmentation starts with a straightforward bi-level threshold operation which results in a binary image with just the capsules. In this phase of the segmentation it is, however, important that the outer contour of the cell, i.e., the outer boundary of the capsule is detected accurately. Using propagation a mask is created over the area that contains the entire cell. Next, of all objects in the image, the objects that touch the boundary are established and by an XOR operation these are excluded from the binary image. In doing so, the objects on the boundary, often incomplete shapes, do not contribute to the measurements (cf. Fig. 2C & 2D) . The small sized objects are removed. Labeling The next step is a labeling operation so that we can extract and address each of the cells present in the image. In this phase we have to evaluate whether or not the cells are cluttered. For this evaluation the characteristic that intact individual cryptococcal cells are circular is used; this is accomplished with a circularity criterion which approximates one (1.0) for a circle. Cells that measure as circular are further segmented for measurement and cells with an aberrant circularity are processed in the separation module (cf. Fig. 1 ).
Segmentation
The circular mask is used to extract each of the labeled cells and perform a precise segmentation of the capsule (cf. CC in Fig 3E) . This is completed in a buffer image of just size of the bounding box of the shape. The circular mask, obtained from the labeling is used in an XOR operation to find the area of the cell body (cf. CB in Fig 3E) . After segmentation we have obtained two new masks, namely one for the capsule (CC) and one for the cell body (CB). In Figure 3D a segmentation result is depicted by superimposing the contours of CC on the original image. The masks and the buffer image are passed to the measurement module. Separation In case the circularity is not approximating 1.0, it is probable that the label represents a clutter of cells. An example of such a clutter is depicted in Figure 4A and in Figure 4B the binary label is shown. These cells need to be separated in order to be able to use them in the measure module. To that end, watershed segmentation is performed by applying a distance transform on the binary image of the clutter (cf. Fig. 4C ) and from the distance image a non-branching skeleton is derived (cf. Fig. 4D ). Superimposing the skeleton on the clutter helps to extract the maxima. Passing from one maximum to the next detects the minimum where the cells should be separated. The separation produces a (filled) mask for each of the cells in the clutter and the process continues with a labeling (cf. Fig. 1 ). The correctly separated cells are now processed by the segmentation module and prepared for measurement.
The individual cells that are probed in the image analysis phase are also used to determine the training/test set for the later classification. There is a range of features that can be measured from the shape of the cell and more specifically the capsule of the cell. In routine practice, the yeast biologist will evaluate capsule thickness through the microscope and possibly relate that to the radius of the cell. From digitized images, however, much more features can be derived. We will apply the measurements on the results from the segmentation procedure which are: a buffer image with the density image of one cell (cf. Fig. 3A ) and two masks, i.e., one for the cell body (CB) and one for the capsule (CC).
Image analysis and feature extraction
Initial analysis is directed to the features the biologist will check when examining a sample of a yeast culture. As indicated in the introduction, the thickness of the capsule may be an indication of the level of virulence of a particular yeast isolate. Therefore, this feature needs to be analyzed in a reproducible manner. As capsule size is easily made objective by digital measurement, relative measures are computed comparable to what the yeast biologist does routinely by investigating yeast cells by bright field microscopy using negatively stained cells. In Figure 3E a schematic drawing is given to illustrate the measurement of the capsule thickness.
We have taken the image moments as a starting point of our analysis and as the objects are relatively simple shapes these moments provide sufficient information for a classification on the basis of shape. From the image moments a set of features is derived that is used in the classifications and clustering.
In a two-dimensional density image, the image moments are expressed as: Figure 4 . The processing pipeline for the segmentation and segmentation of cluttered cells. Figure 4A . A group of touching yeast cells as found in Figure 2A . Figure 4B . The result of the segmentation process. The labeled component would not adhere to the heuristic of circularity and hence it would be considered a cluster that needs to be separated. Figure 4C . The distance transform of 3B showing distinct maxima at the centroids of the individual cells. Figure 4D . The skeleton, derived from the distance transform and superimposed on the original image (black line).
where p+q indicates the order of the moment. The first order moment in a binary image equals the object area; ergo the µ 00 of CB is the area (in pixels) taken by CB and µ 00 of CC is the area of the capsule. The sum of these zero order moments is the total area of the cell and thus we can express the relative area of CB and CC in terms of zero order moments as: Instead of deriving r t and r c (cf. Fig. 3E ) from the area by using the analytical equation of a circle we use the data to find radii in the shape. These are the semi-major and semi-minor axis of the distribution, also known as the moments of inertia. The semi-major/minor axes are computed 21, 22 from the centralized second order moments as:
( ) The kurtosis (peakedness) is derived from the fourth order moments in both the x and y direction as follows: From the moments a set of 7 invariants can be derived 8, 12 . These invariants are computed through a normalization of the centralized moments. We have employed the first four invariants; we will express the invariants in terms of normalized moments without further addressing the normalization step. The first and second invariant are derived from second order moments and computed as: In our experiments the moments are computed for both the binary image and the grey-value images. The binary images are the cell body (CB) and the cell capsule (CC), both available from the segmentation. In addition, the binary images are used to mask out the grey-values under the area of CB and CC respectively, so that these can be used to compute a grey-value moment set. The equations 4-13 provide a lot of features that require computation of the centralized moment-set (eq. 3), thus the moment sets are first transposed to the centralized form. This is accomplished for CB in binary and grey-value images as well as CC in binary and grey-value images. The binary measurements are related to the geometrical distribution of the shape whereas the grey-value measurements, in the way applied in our experiments, are related to the density distribution under the shape. All features are derived from the centralized moments and formulated for the CC; in all cases the feature is mutatis mutandis derived for the CB. In addition, the relative area and relative thickness have been introduced to rule out the effect of the size of the cell. The relative area (Eqs. 4a,b) is derived from the zero order moment (in the binary case equal to area) and the relative thickness (Eqs. 6a,b) is derived from the semi-major and the semi-minor axis (cf. Eqs. 5a,b).
Clustering and Classification Experiments
The clustering and classification is completed with the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) 23 which incorporates a wide variety of pattern recognition methodologies. Different methods are easily compared and data import is dealt with through standard file formats. Feature selection, clustering and classification modules from WEKA were used to complete this study. As stated before, the goal from a biological perspective is to classify yeast cells into potentially virulent and nonvirulent classes. We approximated this objective by building classifiers that can distinguish between different classes of yeast cells that resemble either virulent or non-virulent classes, with respectively thick or thin capsules. The image dataset that we have used to conduct our experiments is sufficient in a prove of concept setting.
A wide variety of clustering and classification models have been built to investigate the usefulness of the various features generated by the image preprocessing phase, ranging from features that measure capsule size directly to the more abstract moment invariants. For completeness we also experimented with various types of classification algorithms, though we feel that at this stage this is not a major factor in the quality of the final classifier.
A major point we would like to mention is that distinguishing between images may not be the same as distinguishing between categories of yeast cells. For instance, differences can be caused by varying environmental conditions when growing the cells, or can result from staining, image acquisition, feature extraction and other preprocessing steps. It is crucial to control these conditions as much as possible, which is only achievable to a certain extent and the rise of collaborative web collections of images may make matters rather worse than better, as image production becomes more separated from image distribution and analysis and collections become heterogeneous. So, in addition, it is essential to focus on feature extractors that extract the right type of information, i.e. focusing on cell characteristics, and this was a core issue we have kept in mind for our entire approach.
Three sets of images were available; a Cryptococcus neoformans strain with thick capsules (7936), a Cryptococcus neoformans mutant with thin capsules (7926) and a related strain, namely Cryptococcus gattii (6955) also with a thick capsule. This allows us to zoom in on detecting cell characteristics that are typically associated with virulence. The third set of images comes from a different strain (6955) which allowed us to check the performance of classifiers if more classes are introduced. We performed a univariate analysis to estimate the predictive power of each attribute, using the information gain measure. To explore the usefulness of the set of attributes from a multivariate point of view we performed a clustering on the data sets and evaluated the mapping of classes to resulted clusters. We then created an array of classification models using the procedure outlined below. All these experiments were carried out for the twoclass (7926 vs. 7936) and three-class problem (7926, 7936, 6955).
As discussed the image preprocessing procedure produces an instance for each cell, resulting in a number of instances for each of the classes 7926, 7936 and 6955. A number of features produced by the preprocessing procedure were deemed either irrelevant for classification (f.e. x,y position), not invariant (f.e. size/area/radius) or prone to measuring differences in imaging or preprocessing conditions rather than cell characteristics (f.e. distributional characteristics of the inner part of the cell; same for binary images of the capsule). The remaining set of attributes, the base set, included gyration (x, y, unified for binary and gray values, cf., Eqs. 7a,b,c); variance, skewness (cf. Eqs. 8a,b) and kurtosis (cf. Eqs. 9a,b) of the distribution of the capsule; the first and second moment invariants (cf. Eqs. 10,11; binary and gray); surface inner area compared to entire cell (cf. Eqs. 4a,b; binary and grey) and thickness of capsule compared to entire cell (cf. Eqs. 6a,b; binary). To investigate the contribution of various attributes, classification models were built on ten different subsets of attributes, see the results section for details.
As discussed both clustering and classification experiments were carried out. For the clustering experiments we used standard k-means clustering with two, respectively, three clusters and created a matrix to compare the distribution of classes over these clusters. The classification algorithms applied were decision stumps (split on single attribute), J48/C45 decision trees, naive Bayes, 1-nearest neighbor and 5-nearest neighbor. For the latter three algorithms we investigated two variants, one using all attributes available, and one based on selecting the most important attributes first. Attribute selection was performed on train sets only using the correlation based feature subset method (CFS) with best first forward search 9, 10, 23 . Classifiers were evaluated based on ten runs of ten fold cross validation for each classification algorithm -attribute set combination.
RESULTS
In this section we present the results of our experiments. Without sufficient results in the image processing modules no classification would be possible, therefore, we first summarize the results obtained through preprocessing and segmentation. A number of clustering and classification experiments are summarized in tables 2-4; the specific focus of the classifications and the content of the Tables is discussed in the second part of this section.
Preprocessing and segmentation
For the experiments described in this paper in total 84 images were processed. The images contained fully separated as well as cluttered cells (cf. §2.4, Fig. 3A-D and Fig. 4A-D) . For the CBS 6955 cells 18 images were processed and 75 cells were extracted, for CBS 7926 cells 30 images were processed and 136 cells were extracted, whereas for CBS 7936 cells 36 images were processed and 66 cells were extracted. The difference in numbers in the CBS 7936 and CBS 7926 Table 1 : Predictive power of the attributes for the two-class and three-class classification tasks, measured in information gain on the full data set (15 top predictors out of 50). The abbreviations of Fig. 3E are used to indicate the measurement at hand; a suffix of "b" is added if it concerns measurement of a binary object, whereas a suffix of "g" is added if the measurement concerns a gray-value object. The corresponding Eq. cf. §2.5 is given in the second column. is caused by the fact that CBS 7926 is a mutant strain with significantly smaller size as they practically do note have a capsule; apparently more of these cells were in one sample.
Two class problem (
For each of the image sets (6955, 7926, and 7936) the results of cells that were successfully segmented and measured were saved to TDF files. These files were imported in the classification environment. The files contain a large number of features some of which are not relevant for the classifications we have pursued in our experiments. A selection was made on the basis of info-gain measurements of the features.
Clustering and classification results
Here we present the results for the various data mining experiments. First, we assessed the predictive power of individual attributes by calculating the information gain over the full training data, see Table 1 (15 top predictors out of 50). It is interesting to note the dominance of grayscale over binary image attributes. There is no clear winner between inner area and capsule attributes. The first and second moments invariants (cf. Eqs. 10, 11) dominate the top predictors.
The results of the clustering experiments can be found in Table 2 . If clusters emerge that have a natural mapping to classes, it provides evidence that a good set of attributes is used to separate the classes. Note that this is a sufficient, not a necessary condition -in theory it is unlikely, but still possible, that classes are easily separable, but distributed over a multitude of clusters. However in our case there is a very good mapping from clusters to classes. It is also interesting to note that if we use two clusters on the three class problem, both classes with relatively thick cells (7936 and 6955) are grouped into a single cluster.
Finally, classifiers were built for the two-class and three-class classification problem, see Table 3 and Table 4 for the results. Classifiers were built using different combinations of attributes and classifiers; the base set of attributes is described in section 2.6. The attribute set was varied across using binary (description ends with b), grey level (ends with g) or both binary and grey value features (ends in all). Furthermore, we differentiate between using all base features, relative area only, relative thickness only and moments only. It is very clear from the two class results that image classes seem to be perfectly separable. As highlighted before, this does not guarantee that we can perfectly distinguish between the two classes of cells because in principle there could be other causes for differences between images. That said, from visual inspection it is clear that both classes of cells are quite different. Furthermore, the cluster experiments have shown that the two most similar classes end up in a single cluster when forced by the clustering algorithm (i.e. 7936, 6955). Note furthermore that a simple single split is sufficient for good performance (decision stump) and that this result is robust across the various sets of attributes. It is actually quite common in both "very hard" and "very easy" real world data mining problems that simple models produce accurate and robust results 11, 20 .
To make the classification a bit less trivial we have also built classifiers to separate all three classes. As can be seen from Table 4 the classification accuracy goes down for many attribute set -classification algorithm combinations. However, for some it is still possible to get near perfect results. It is interesting to note that the classifiers on moment invariants generally perform better than classifiers built on metrics that more or less directly aim to measure capsule thickness (relative area of the inner part; thickness of the capsule). This demonstrates that there is more to a cell than just the capsule thickness. Furthermore, grayscale features seem to perform better than features derived from binary images. This suggests there is more to a cell image than simple binary shape. The relatively high performance of 1 nearest neighbor is also noteworthy. We do not have an explanation for this, however, 1-nn tends to perform well if there are 'exceptions to the rule' that are actually not just outliers, but valid examples of a class. 4 DISCUSSION This paper describes the development of a classification system for a capsulated pathogenic yeast. Apart from being successful in its own right it can serve as an example to other such systems in the ingredients that are used and the emphasis on each of the parts that make up the system: i.e., the specimen preparation, the image acquisition, the image processing and analysis and the classification including feature selection.
The outcome for the different features with respect to the classification is intriguing. If we go by the judgment of the yeast biologist we would have to let the capsule features relating to geometry dominate. This is, however, not unambiguously found in the feature selection. Rather than binary features, the first and second moment invariants are shown to be important in the classifications. One should realize that these features were derived from a masked greyvalue image, consequently, for these features the density distribution is only considered at the masked geometry, i.e., CB and CC (cf. Fig. 3E ). The precise mechanisms that make features discriminative can not be concluded from these experiments. New, controlled, experiments should be designed to get further insight in these features. The three class experiments portray interesting aspects. The third strain (6955) corresponds to the C. neoformans stain (7936) in that it has clearly visible (thick) capsules; genetically, however, these strains are different. The imaging conditions of 7926 and 7936 were more or less similar; the 6955 strain was captured under different conditions. One could be tempted to conclude that the results for the three clusters and the classification experiments may be weakened by this fact, since the classification and clustering models could be focusing on imaging conditions rather than yeast cell differences. Yet, we observe that when the three classes are forced into two clusters, the 6955 class is correctly grouped with the 7936 class, which indicates that the models and underlying attributes are detecting cell differences, not just differences in imaging conditions. On the basis of these experiments we can not draw definitive conclusions on the influence of the imaging conditions. It would, however, certainly be interesting to further investigate which of the features are truly invariant.
In our experiments we have controlled for all other parameters than the particular yeast strain used (yeast strain production, staining, image acquisition, automated segmentation and feature analysis etc.). This allows us to conclude us with appropriate level of confidence that with our methods we are not just differentiating between images, but also between the yeast strains. That said, large historical image collections are generally not produced under controlled conditions. An important next step would be to make the classification problem more complex by adding more noiseusing images that have been captured under a wide variety of conditions. This will require more robust classifiers and methodologies to ensure that true differences between classes are learned and not just 'accidental' differences between images.
The results presented in this paper are based on bright field images of negatively stained specimen preparations. Recently, antibodies against the cryptococcal capsule have become available. If these antibodies are tagged with fluorescent dyes, the acquisition can be done based of fluorescence microscopy and consequently the segmentation procedure can be further improved and simplified. Moreover, instead of the 2D approach that has been applied in our experiments, Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) could be used to be able to include 3D-features. The issue of separation of cells can, in that case, be solved by other means. The use of 3D-images will, however, require using other features, as the approach taken can not be translated directly from the 2D-case.
In this paper we have focused on the image features to discriminate between potentially virulent and non-virulent cells.
From the point of view of content-based multimedia retrieval we will be moving in the direction of solutions where the yeast biologist actively includes more and different data in the analysis. This requires that researchers are able to have a lot of different search, navigation and browsing dimensions to access the data. Some of these will be lower level, syntactic, but others will be more high level semantic categories (like virulent/non virulent) that have an important connotation to the biologist. Prior to the analysis, data should be submitted to a database that will incorporate direct links to the relevant bio-molecular repositories 2 . With respect to classifiers this will dictate these to be built for a wide array of classes. Ideally, automated classification procedures can be developed so that an end user, like a biologist, instead of a data miner, can create and train classifiers.
The tool presented here will allow automated analysis of capsular characteristics of many cryptococcal cells of isolates of different phenotypic or genetic background. This will be particularly useful in this OMIC-era where gene knock out strains of C. neoformans are being prepared and need to be analyzed for pathogenicity-related features. As stated earlier, the capsule is one of the most important characteristics to that respect. Furthermore, automated feature extraction and comparison of capsular characteristics will allow integrative studies where capsular characteristics are being compared with other features, which may be either phenotypic or genetic in nature. Among these are rates of melanization, expression profiles of virulence-related proteins, growth rates at different temperatures and substrates, assimilation patterns of carbohydrates, nitrogen compounds or vitamins, susceptibility to antifungals, genotypic data on the various subtypes known to exist in the species, and more importantly, extensive collections of transcriptome data as revealed by microarray analysis.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a holistic overview of an end to end process for classifying yeast cells using image features with the ultimate goal to detect pathogen conditions. Previous studies were based on manual measurement of capsule thickness and cell area in the binary image, but no automated procedures existed.
By carefully controlling the conditions we were able to show that through a largely automated procedure we could distinguish between a yeast strain and its mutant (7936, 7926), which simulate respectively pathogenic or nonpathogenic cells. We have shown that there are more predictive features than simply thickness and area in the binary image, some related to the density distribution in the image, or under the shape of interest, in particular the first and second moment invariants. Furthermore, we have shown that when we introduce noise in the form of a third class of a distinctly different strain this is clustered in the proper class and classifiers that need to distinguish between the three classes still achieve acceptable accuracy.
We have identified various application scenarios and associated challenges for extending the solution, such as identifying more semantically interesting classes beyond pathogenicity, making classifiers more robust for heterogeneous sets of images and developing methodologies enabling biologists rather than data miners to develop classification modules for the purpose of content based image classification, annotation and retrieval.
